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ABSTRACT
We calculate the CP -violating polarization asymmetry of tt¯, δ ≡ [ σ(ee¯ →
t(−)t¯(−))− σ(ee¯→ t(+)t¯(+)) ]/σ(ee¯→ tt¯), for the most general tt¯γ/Z couplings
without dropping any non-standard contribution. We find that one term which
is usually neglected increases with s and will eventually become non-negligible at
very high energy.
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The Standard Model (SM) of electroweak interaction has been very successful
in describing various experimental data up to the scale of O(MW,Z). Still many
people believe in the existence of new physics at higher-energy scale which reduces
the number of the free parameters in the SM. Since the top-quark couplings have
not been studied in detail yet, there could be a room for new physics in them. In
the near future, experiments of top-quark-pair production via e+e− annihilation
are expected to become possible at Next Linear Collider (NLC). Indeed, NLC will
be a powerful tool for new-physics search, and provide us useful data for probing
the top-quark couplings to the photon and Z boson.
One of such studies will be a measurement of CP violation through possible
anomalous couplings. Since tt¯ pairs are produced mainly through the vector-boson
(γ/Z) exchange, the helicities of tt¯ would be only (+−) or (−+) if top-quark mass
were much smaller than
√
s. However, because the observed top mass is 173.9±5.2
GeV [1], we can also expect (++) and (−−) combinations. This enables us to study
CP violation, because
CˆPˆ | ∓ ∓〉 = | ± ±〉
and therefore CP violation can be measured through the asymmetry
δ ≡ N(−−) −N(++)
N(all)
(1)
where N(all) ≡ N(++) +N(−+) +N(+−) +N(−−).
On this theme have appeared so far many papers [2]–[7]. In those papers,
products of non-standard parameters were usually neglected and only interference
between the SM and non-SM terms was taken into account under the assumption
that non-SM effects are tiny. At much higher energy, however, such neglected terms
might come to play an important role. Therefore, in this short note we calculate
the cross section of polarized top-pair productions via e+e− starting from the most
general form of top interaction and keeping those which are usually neglected.
Then we study their effects on the above CP -violating asymmetry numerically.
In our calculation, we will assume the following tt¯γ/Z couplings:
Γ µvtt¯ =
g
2
u¯(pt)
[
γµ{Av+δAv−(Bv+δBv)γ5}+ (pt − pt¯)
µ
2mt
(δCv−δDvγ5)
]
v(pt¯), (2)
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where g denotes the SU(2) gauge coupling constant, v = γ, Z, and
Aγ =
4
3
sin θW , Bγ = 0, AZ =
vt
2 cos θW
, BZ =
1
2 cos θW
with vt ≡ 1 − (8/3) sin2 θW . δAv, δBv, δCv and δDv are parameters expressing
non-standard effects.♯1
On the other hand, we assume the standard form for the electron-positron
couplings:
Γ µγee¯ = −e v¯(pe¯)γµu(pe), (3)
Γ µZee¯ =
g
4 cos θW
v¯(pe¯)γ
µ(ve + γ5)u(pe), (4)
where ve ≡ −1 + 4 sin2 θW .
Now, using the above vertices and propagators dγ = 1/s, dZ = 1/(s−M2Z), we
can represent the invariant amplitude for e+e− → tt¯ as follows:
M(ee¯→ tt¯) = gµν(dγΓ µγee¯Γ νγtt¯ + dZΓ µZee¯Γ νZtt¯)
= CV V [ v¯eγµue · u¯tγµvt¯ ] + CVA [ v¯eγµue · u¯tγ5γµvt ]
+ CAV [ v¯eγ5γµue · u¯tγµvt ] + CAA [ v¯eγ5γµue · u¯tγ5γµvt ]
+ CVS [ v¯eq/ue · u¯tvt ] + CVP [ v¯eq/ue · u¯tγ5vt ]
+ CAS [ v¯eγ5q/ ue · u¯tvt ] + CAP [ v¯eγ5q/ue · u¯tγ5vt ], (5)
where
CV V = −ge
2s
[ (Aγ + δAγ)− ved′(AZ + δAZ) ],
CVA = −ge
2s
[ δBγ − ved′(BZ + δBZ) ],
CAV = −ge
2s
d′(AZ + δAZ),
CAA = −ge
2s
d′(BZ + δBZ),
CVS = − ge
4mts
[ δCγ − ved′δCZ ],
CVP =
ge
4mts
[ δDγ − ved′δDZ ],
♯1In fact, the most general form contains also a term proportional to (pt + pt¯)
µ, but this term
gives vanishing contribution in the limit of zero electron mass.
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CAS = − ge
4mts
d′δCZ ,
CAP =
ge
4mts
d′δDZ ,
with
d′ ≡ s
4 sin θW cos θW
dZ .
A straightforward calculation leads to the following differential cross section in
which t and t¯ have spins s+ and s− respectively:
dσ
dΩ
(e+e− → t(s+)t¯(s−))
=
3βα2
16s3
[
DV [ {4m2ts+ (lq)2}(1− s+s−) + s2(1 + s+s−)
+2s(ls+ ls− − Ps+ Ps−) + 2 lq(ls+ Ps− − ls− Ps+) ]
+DA [ (lq)
2(1 + s+s−)− (4m2ts− s2)(1− s+s−)
−2(s− 4m2t )(ls+ ls− − Ps+ Ps−)− 2 lq(ls+ Ps− − ls− Ps+) ]
−4 Re(DVA)mt [ s(Ps+ − Ps−) + lq(ls+ + ls−) ]
+2 Im(DVA) [ lq ǫ(s+, s−, q, l) + ls−ǫ(s+, P, q, l) + ls+ǫ(s−, P, q, l) ]
+4 EV mts(ls+ + ls−) + 4 EA mt lq(Ps+ − Ps−)
+4 Re(EVA) [ 2m
2
t (ls+ Ps− − ls− Ps+)− lq s ]
+4 Im(EVA)mt[ ǫ(s+, P, q, l) + ǫ(s−, P, q, l) ]
+DS
1
m2t
[ (lq)2 + 4m2t s− s2 ][ (4m2t − s)(1− s+s−)− 2Ps+Ps−]
−DP 1
m2t
[ (lq)2 + 4m2t s− s2 ][ s(1 + s+s−)− 2Ps+Ps−]
+4 Re(DSP )
1
mt
[ (lq)2 + 4m2t s− s2 ](Ps+ + Ps−)
+2 Im(DSP )
1
m2t
[ (lq)2 + 4m2ts− s2 ]ǫ(s+, s−, P, q)
− Re(F1) 1
mt
[ lq s(ls+ − ls−)− {(lq)2 + 4m2ts}(Ps+ + Ps−) ]
+2 Im(F1) [ s ǫ(s+, s−, P, q) + lq ǫ(s+, s−, P, l) ]
+2 Re(F2) s(Ps+ ls− + Ps− ls+)
− Im(F2) s
mt
[ ǫ(s+, P, q, l)− ǫ(s−, P, q, l) ]
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−2 Re(F3) lq(Ps+ ls− + Ps− ls+)
+ Im(F3)
lq
mt
[ ǫ(s+, P, q, l)− ǫ(s−, P, q, l) ]
− Re(F4) s
mt
[ lq (Ps+ + Ps−)− (s− 4m2t )(ls+ − ls−) ]
−2 Im(F4) [ Ps+ǫ(s−, P, q, l) + Ps−ǫ(s+, P, q, l) ]
+2 Re(G1) [ {4m2ts+ (lq)2 − s2}(1− s+s−)− 2s Ps+Ps−
+lq(ls+ Ps− − ls− Ps+) ]
− Im(G1) lq
mt
[ ǫ(s+, P, q, l) + ǫ(s−, P, q, l) ]
− Re(G2) s
mt
[ (s− 4m2t )(ls+ + ls−)− lq (Ps+ − Ps−) ]
−2 Im(G2) [ Ps+ǫ(s−, P, q, l)− Ps−ǫ(s+, P, q, l) ]
− Re(G3) lq
mt
[ lq (Ps+ − Ps−)− (s− 4m2t )(ls+ + ls−) ]
−2 Im(G3) lq ǫ(s+, s−, q, l)
+2 Re(G4) [ (s− 4m2t )(Ps+ ls− − Ps− ls+) + 2 lq Ps+Ps− ]
+ Im(G4)
1
mt
(s− 4m2t )[ ǫ(s+, P, q, l) + ǫ(s−, P, q, l) ]
]
, (6)
where β ≡
√
1− 4m2t/s, P , q and l are defined as P ≡ pe+pe¯(= pt+pt¯), l ≡ pe−pe¯,
q ≡ pt − pt¯, the symbol ǫ(a, b, c, d) means ǫµνρσaµbνcρdσ for ǫ0123 = +1, and
DV = (s
2/e4)(|CV V |2 + |CAV |2), DA = (s2/e4)(|CVA|2 + |CAA|2),
DVA = (s
2/e4)(C∗V VCVA + C
∗
AVCAA),
EV = 2(s
2/e4)Re(C∗AVCV V ), EA = 2(s
2/e4)Re(C∗AACVA),
EVA = (s
2/e4)(C∗V VCAA + C
∗
AVCVA),
DS = m
2
t (s
2/e4)(|CVS|2 + |CAS|2), DP = m2t (s2/e4)(|CVP |2 + |CAP |2),
DSP = m
2
t (s
2/e4)(C∗VSCVP + C
∗
ASCAP ),
F1 = 2mt(s
2/e4)(C∗V VCVP + C
∗
AVCAP ),
F2 = 2mt(s
2/e4)(C∗V VCAP + C
∗
AVCVP ),
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F3 = 2mt(s
2/e4)(C∗VACVP + C
∗
AACAP ),
F4 = 2mt(s
2/e4)(C∗VACAP + C
∗
AACVP ),
G1 = 2mt(s
2/e4)(C∗V VCVS + C
∗
AVCAS),
G2 = 2mt(s
2/e4)(C∗V VCAS + C
∗
AVCVS),
G3 = 2mt(s
2/e4)(C∗VACVS + C
∗
AACAS),
G4 = 2mt(s
2/e4)(C∗VACAS + C
∗
AACVS).
DS,P,SP are coefficients which are usually neglected and the other coefficients are
defined the same way as in ref.[6].
The asymmetry δ can be calculated by using the above differential cross section:
δ =
−2β Re[F1 − β2(s/m2t )DSP ]
(3− β2)DV + 2β2DA − 2β2Re(G1) + β2(s/m2t )(β2DS +DP )
. (7)
If we keep only DV , DA and F1 terms, this δ agrees with the one calculated in
[3]–[5]. We find that the term including DSP in the numerator, which consists
of δCv and δDv, is proportional to s. This means there is a possibility that DSP
contributes greatly to CP violation at very high energy, depending on the size of
δCv and δDv.
Let us show the difference between our calculations and usual calculations
visually in Fig.1 and Fig.2, where we use as input data mt = 173.9 GeV [1],
MZ = 91.1867 GeV [8] and sin
2 θW = 0.2315 [8], and assume as examples all the
real and imaginary parts of δAv, · · · , δDv in eq.(2) to be 0.01 in Fig.1 and 0.1 in
Fig.2. These figures show there is no difference around
√
s = 500 GeV, but our δ
decreases rapidly for higher
√
s.
Our calculations here are exact as long as we can treat the anomalous couplings
as constant parameters. Some comments are necessary, however, on this point
before going to summary. If these couplings come from some new physics at a
higher-energy scale Λ, then our results are applicable only for
√
s < Λ. One
plausible way to estimate this Λ will be given by the effective-lagrangian approach
[9]. According to it, δCv and δDv are both O(m
2
t/gΛ
2) [10], which leads to Λ ∼
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Figure 1: CP -violation asymmetry δ
via our calculations (solid line) and
the usual calculations (dotted line) as-
suming all the non-SM parameters to
be 0.01.
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Figure 2: CP -violation asymmetry δ
via our calculations (solid line) and
the usual calculations (dotted line) as-
suming all the non-SM parameters to
be 0.1.
mt/
√
g δv (δv = δCv or δDv) and roughly 2.5 TeV (0.8 TeV) for δv =0.01 (0.1).
Therefore our results, especially the one in Fig.2 must be considerably affected if
this approach describes the nature correctly, but in that case all the other usual
calculations also lose their validity anyway.
To summary, we studied contribution of the products of non-standard parame-
ters, which are usually neglected, to CP violation in e+e− → tt¯ assuming the most
general tt¯γ/Z couplings. We showed there is a possibility that usual approximate
calculations may fail to give accurate results at very high
√
s. We considered top
productions at NLC in this paper, but the same discussion holds also for those at
hadron colliders [11] if we replace e+ and e− with the light quarks (and add the
gluon-fusion diagram). Finally, we cannot detect tt¯ directly in actual experiments.
If there are no or only tiny anomalous terms in tbW couplings, it is easy to derive,
e.g., the final-lepton-energy distributions [3, 5, 6]. In order to study new-physics
effects consistently, however, we should study the decay process the same way as
we did here for the production process. We would like to do it elsewhere.
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